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Compounds Cripple Cancer Stem Cells
PAGE 645
Cancer stem cells (CSCs) drive tumor growth and metastasis but are resistant to conventional chemo- and radiation therapies. Iden-
tifying agents that kill CSCs has been difficult because CSCs from solid tumors cannot be readily propagated in culture. Gupta et al.
now describe a high-throughput screening approach that enabled the discovery of compoundswith specific toxicity for breast CSCs.
The CSC specificity of the identified compounds was demonstrated by in vitro and in vivo functional assays, as well as by gene
expression studies. The study demonstrates the feasibility of identifying agents that target epithelial CSCs andmay lead to the devel-
opment of therapeutically relevant compounds.
Bending Over Backwards in Vesicle Fusion
PAGE 709
Neuronal exocytosis has been proposed to involve localized invagination of the target
membrane toward the vesicle, resulting in a highly localized site of contact between bila-
yers destined to fuse. Hui et al. now show that the vesicle protein synaptotagmin-I (syt) is
in fact capable of driving bending of the target membrane towards the vesicle. This syt-
mediated process is also shown to accelerate membrane fusion. Strikingly, an endocytic
membrane-bending protein can compensate for the functional deficiency of a syt mutant.
These results support the notion that exocytosis and endocytosis are analogous
processes with respect to membrane bending.
Enzymatic Swiss Army Knife Combats Metastasis
PAGE 660
Alterations in chromatin are associated with cancer and metastasis. In this issue, Wang et al. show that a multisubunit complex that
possesses multiple chromatin-remodeling activities suppresses breast cancer metastasis. The authors demonstrate that the histone
demethylase LSD1 is a subunit of the NuRDcomplex, which has both nucleosome remodeling and histone deacetylase activities. The
LSD1/NuRD complex suppresses metastasis by targeting and downregulating TGF-b expression. The results provide a molecular
basis for the interplay of histone demethylation and deacetylation in chromatin remodeling and support the pursuit of LSD1 as a target
for cancer therapy.
Truncating Oncogenic mRNAs Fuels Their Translation
PAGE 673
How genes are regulated to produce the exact amount of protein needed for a given process is a fundamental problem in biology.
Mayr and Bartel report that posttranscriptional shortening of 30 untranslated regions (UTRs) of mRNAs is a mechanism for gene regu-
lation in the pathogenesis of cancer. Recognition of alternative polyadenylation signals can lead to loss of extensive 30UTR
sequences, resulting in mRNAs that produce up to 40-fold more protein. This regulatory pathway affects oncogenic messages,
and these shorter mRNAs, found in a variety of cancer cells, can lead to oncogenic transformation even without genetic alterations
of the gene.
Transposons Catch the Replication Wave
PAGE 685
Transposons are mobile genetic elements that can introduce new genes into chromosomes and plasmids. The insertion site is often
directed by a specific DNA sequence, but the bacterial transposon Tn7 is also known to target actively replicating DNA. Parks et al.
now show that the transposon-encoded protein TnsE mediates transposition targeting by recognizing two features of DNA replica-
tion, a specific DNA structure and the replication processivity clamp. The authors propose that an interaction with the processivity
factor may constitute a general mechanism for targeting transposition into actively replicating DNA in a variety of organisms,
including eukaryotes.
MicroRNA-managing Plant Development
PAGE 738 and PAGE 750
Plants need to exert regulatory control over developmental transitions and flowering. Two
papers in this issue identify critical roles for microRNAs in both of these processes in Arabi-
dopsis and reveal that one of these microRNAs is involved both in flowering and in regulating
the juvenile-to-adult phase transition. Wang et al. show thatmiR-156 is pivotal in a flowering
pathway that is distinct from, but also interconnected with, the well-characterized flowering
pathway that relies on the FT and FD proteins. Wu et al. find that this same miRNA is instru-
mental in maintaining the juvenile state, and that it acts by repressing the SPL transcription
factors that promote different adult traits. Downregulation ofmiR-156 allows the SPL factors
to activate the transcription of miR-172, which helps specify adult epidermal fate.Cell 138, August 21, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 607
Pinning the Uridine Tail on the miRNA
PAGE 696
Precise control of microRNA production is essential for the maintenance of normal cellular functions. microRNA biogenesis can be
regulated by the addition of a uridine tail to the microRNA precursor, which blocks precursor maturation and leads to its decay. Now,
Heo et al. identify TUT4 as the terminal uridylyl transferase responsible for the regulation and delineate the cooperative action
between TUT4 and its partner Lin28. Reduction of stem cell marker expression in TUT4-depleted cells suggests that this mode of
regulation may be broadly important for stem cell maintenance.
Nanog’s Niche in Pluripotency
PAGE 722
Pluripotency is the capacity of individual cells to produce all lineages of the organism in
response to signals. In addition to developing naturally in themammalian embryo, pluripotent
cells can be induced from differentiated cells by molecular reprogramming. Silva et al. now
show that although Nanog is not needed to maintain pluripotent status, it is indispensable
for cells to become pluripotent. The results suggest that in both the embryo and experimental
reprogramming, Nanog acts at the final stage of pluripotency induction when it may coordi-
nate other regulators into a functional network.
Limited Options for Adaptation
PAGE 760
Adaptation is an important property of many cellular sensing systems, as it allows the cell to
automatically reset itself after responding to a stimulus. Ma et al. have used a computational
approach to explore all possible three-node biochemical circuits and have found that only
two major types of architectures are capable of achieving robust adaptation. Thus, despite
the diversity of possible biochemical networks, nature may only resort to this finite set of core topologies to execute this particular
function. Identifying such design rules may help to classify, modulate, or design complex biological circuits.
Revealing the Secret Histories of Proteins
PAGE 774
The hierarchical organization of protein structural features, from primary to quaternary structures, guides current understanding of
the biological properties and evolutionary origins of different proteins. Now Halabi et al. reveal a distinct unit of protein organization
termed protein sectors. The sectors emerge from statistical analysis of correlated evolution between amino acids. As applied to
a serine protease family, the sectors represent sets of amino acids that are physically connected in tertiary structure, and each
encompasses a distinct functional role and phylogenetic grouping. Detection of protein sectors in other families suggests that
they may represent widespread units of protein organization that reflect the protein’s evolutionary history.
Getting a GRIP on Golgi Tethering
PAGE 787
Small G proteins regulate membrane transport to and from the Golgi. G protein effectors include GRIP-domain golgins, which act as
tetheringmolecules at the trans-Golgi network (TGN). Recently Burguete et al. (Cell 132, 286–298) reported that the golgin GCC185 is
localized to the TGN by the interaction with two small GTPases, Rab6 and Arl1, the first example of two GTPases coordinating
the membrane recruitment of a specific effector protein. Now Houghton et al. present data indicating that the absence of both
Rab6 and Arl1 has no effect on the Golgi localization of endogenous GCC185 or the isolated
GRIP domain of GCC185.
Extreme Proteomics
PAGE 795
The rise of systems biology led to a growing demand for highly sensitive techniques for the
fast and consistent detection and quantification of target sets of proteins across multiple
samples. Picotti et al. now show that a single technique can be used to detect the vast
majority of yeast proteins ranging from highly abundant to sparingly expressed ones. The
approach, termed selected reaction monitoring (SRM)-based proteomics, focuses on
specific peptides from proteins of interest and couples high sensitivity with quantitative,
high-throughput capacity. The authors tackle S. cerevisiae total cell lysates and use SRM
to quantitatively monitor changes in the central carbon network of yeast metabolism.Cell 138, August 21, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 609
